underbar systems
a fresh innovation in bar design

F2 - From The Leading Manufacturer

IMC was founded in 1906
and has since established itself
as a leading manufacturer of
catering and bar equipment,
with a reputation for quality,
innovation and unrivalled
customer service.

We have the resources, manufacturing
expertise, knowledge and skills to
provide you with the ultimate underbar
system and we offer complete peace
of mind as all of our systems are
designed and built to meet
BS EN ISO9001:2000.

We also supply a comprehensive
range of bottle coolers and glass
frosters, all designed to complement
our stylish and contemporary
underbar systems.

From Concept
F2 is the new and revolutionary
stainless steel underbar
system that offers a unique
blend of quality, flexibility and
functionality at an amazingly
competitive price.

Contemporary curved
legs, smooth edges and
carefully designed shelving
come together to give the
unmistakable look of F2.

F2 has been developed
for use in all types of
venues, including pubs,
bars, restaurants, hotels,
sports centres and student
unions.

To Design

F2 is designed with
you in mind, to help
you create effective
workstations, to
maximise your staff
productivity, boost
product sales and
increase your profits.

F2 is a modular system
so bar design, installation
and refurbishment is easy.
Underbar workstations can
also be replaced, moved or
added with a minimum of
disruption.

To Your Bar

Original and stylish form
and function come together
to make the F2’s specially
designed signature worktop
drainer.
All F2 modules are produced
using the latest manufacturing
technology and the most up to
date materials, meaning they
are hard wearing and easy to
keep clean.

To Design

The innovative configuration of F2
maximises storage capacity for glasses
and provides design flexibility.
F2 allows you to create the perfect
underbar system for your business.

To Your Bar

F2 modules have an overall depth
of 475mm and a worktop depth of
450mm. Modules can easily be
installed in existing locations using
standard wooden bar tops.
F2 underbar modules can be built into
new bars, or used in refurbishment
projects to improve the performance
of existing bar areas.

F2 is an innovative concept
in stainless steel underbar
systems designed with you and
your staff in mind.
Made up of functional
modules and creating a work
surface located 860mm from
the floor with splashbacks at
920mm, F2 provides your
staff with the perfect working
environment.

To Design
We use the highest
quality components for
F2, so every module
is robust and hard
wearing for a long
operating life.

Stainless steel ensures that F2
blends perfectly in modern
style and leisure bars, yet
provides the elegance and
practicality required in
traditional pubs or hotel bars.

To Your Bar

F2 Modules
The F2 range of underbar modules
offer an almost limitless range of
combinations.
Shelf/drainer worktop units in two
widths are complete with plastic
coated wire shelves with drip trays.
Sink units are fitted with mixer taps
and integral shelves as standard.
Shelf units in three widths have
removable shelves for glass
storage and easy cleaning.
Ice chests are available in two
widths and have removable
dividers.
Storage racks for baskets can be
specified in three widths, offering
the ultimate in flexibility.
Beer stations incorporate unique
drainers.
Cupboard units offer secure
storage space.
Bridge units in three widths provide
sturdy links between modules.
Other options include speed rails,
till units, bottle skips and bottle
openers.
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